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As it is felt that the general results and 
conelusions reached after two years of research 
devoted to an investigation of circulation con- 
trol "by means of trailing edge suction and par- 
ticularly the development of the cusp effect may 
"be of interest to people working in allied fields, 
e preliminary report has been prepared. A full 
report including all experimental data is being 
enrolled and will be issued in approximately two 
months* 
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A systematic investigation of circulation control systems j that is, systems 
employing powered or automatically controlled flow singularities to produce high 
lift without a corresponding change in angle of attack,, especially those systems 

• utilizing suction at the trailing edge, is reported. A mathematical 'method for 
the prediction of the performance of such systems under certain, limited conditions 
is presented,, The development of the use of the stable trapped vortex formed in 
a eusp-li&e shape for circulation control purposes is also reported and a few pos- 
sible applications indicated. 

The necessity of producing high lift at low speeds is becoaing increasingly 
evident in "both military and ccranereial aircraft applications  The problems of 
carrier landings and take-offs have now or very shortly will become so great that 
there is little hope of solving them completely by improved catapult and arrest- 
ing gear design. The minismm flight speeds of aircraft have been steadily in- 
creasing as the design trends have been for ever larger, heavier and faster air- 
craft. If such aircraft are to be operated off our existing-'carriers, some method 
must be found to reduce their minimum flight spos-1* . 

If one examines the relationship between the lift produced'by the wing and the 
minimum flight or stalling speed 

Vc CD 

it imaedistely becomes apparent that for a given aircraft operating at a given 
gross weight, the only way in which this speed can be reduced is by an increase 
in maximum lift coefficient. 

_'' There are, in general,- only two methods by which the maximum lift coefficient 
/of a wing may be -increased. She first, of'/these consists of Influencing the air' 
flowing: over the profile in some manner so as to delay or prevent separation; i.e., 
stall, thereby allowing the angle'of attack to be increased hence increasing lift. 
The second method consists of inducing a haage in the circulation about a profile 
without a change in angle of attack* From the Kutta-Joukowskl relation 

h f°vr (2) 

it will be seen that an increase in circulation results, in a corresponding increase 
in lift. 

Uonventlonal aircraft -or today employ systems which utilise either or both 
of these methods. The slot or slat located at the leading edge energizes the 
boundary layer and delays separation, while the flap alters the camber of the 
profile, thus changing the circulation and resulting in a higher lift without a 
corresponding change in angle of attack. These effects are shown, by Figure 1. 

The main disadvantage of the tlot as a high lift device is that it produces 
its lift at a high angle of attack, frequently creating severe visibility problems 
and penalizing the'performance of the aircraft with a cumbersome and heavy landing 
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gear. The flap is in general a satisfactory device if one accepts high lift at 
the expense of added drag and heavy pitching moasents* 

It should "be pointed cut that an increase of drag is not, an objectionable 
characteristic is the landing configuration as it permits a steeper angle of glide 
at a given speed than would otherwise he possible • It is hoover objectionable 
at take-off wtien high lift arid low drag would he desirable.  Ibis indicates that 
control of the drag may well he as important as the control of lift. 

As both the slot and the flap are limited to a relatively low amount of lift 
increase due to the flow separation,, attempts have been made to increase the ef- 
fectiveness of these systems by the addition of power. Boundary layer control 
systems work on much the aame principal, as the slots. By either energizing the 
boundary layer by blowing through slots or removing it when it thickens by suck- 
ing through slots> separation can be delayed until very high angles and values 
of lift can be obtained• 

Figures 2, 3, and k,  are photographs taken in the Princeton University lk" 
x 2" smoke tunnel and show examples of this type of boundary layer control. 

It mast be pointed out that boundary layer control when properly applied 
can stabilise a laminar boundary layer, thus resulting in a decrease of aerody- 
namic drag, even when the power required to produce the control is considered. 
It must also be pointed out that the disadvantages of the slot still remain. 
Thus if such a system is to be used for high lift, a penalty is paid in visi- 
bility and landing gear weight* 

Another approach to the problem has been the use of suction or blowing to r .-- 
cause the flow to adhere to a deflected flap. As such a system can produce '..<"•:'..- 
values of lift frequently double that resulting from the deflection of the flap 
alone without any increase in angle of attack? it is properly referred to as 
circulation control. It Is clear that such a system must have an effect on the 
boundary layer, but this is not its major function nor is this effect nearly as 
pronounced as on a system designed to utilize Boundary Layer Control because 
the slots are msually located in a turbulent boundary layer region and hence 
are relatively ineffective froet a stabilization point of view. 

When a circulation control system of this type is employed,, the wing nor- 
mally starts to stall due to a laminar separation starting at the leading edge.. 
If one can .afford the additional "weight and complication, porous suction control . 
of the boundary layer, particularly at the leading edge, allows extremely high 
angles of attack to be attained without stall» As the lifts produced by the 
two methods, are additive, extremely high lifts can 'be obtained. Figures 5> 6, 
and 7 demonstrate this type of circulation control. 

The first two years of the Princeton research program, in this field of cir- 
culation control has beea directed: towards an investigation of a system first 
suggested by Be Eegenscheit during the war.. This system can be employed with a 
flap, but we have icr/astigated It simply &s the Mditica of a flow singularity 
to an existing profile. The  system consists of nothing other than a suction slot 
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Located at the trailing edge of the wing. 

DISCUBSIGH 
f 

B. Rexenscieit was the first to observe that the effect ot: the increase of 
lift of auction through a slot located at the trailing *»a<p- of a wing profile 
is considerably larger than the effects obtsiasd with the slot la any other lo- 
cation on the upper surface. This fact has been explained by C.E. Smith, who 
developed a relatively simple s&aiysis hy means of potential flow theory* Let 
the region outside of the profile he eordtormaHy transformed into the region 
outside of a circle with unit radius in such a way that the infinite points of 
hoth planes correspond, The portion of the profile surface "between the trail- 
ing edge and the suction slot will thus correspond to an arc /9   on the circle. 
The lift increase AJCJ   resulting frOB a given suction coefficient X® is ob- 
tained toy this arc as shown, by the relation 

AjCA = &co*~4g-<<i (3) 

This expression shows that for a given X& t Ajfy  increases as fi    decreases; i.e. 
the lift increment increases as the slot location is moved towards the trailing 

? 

; Equation 3 is based on the assumption of two-dimensional irrotational 
frictionless flow of an inecaspressible medium and on the simplification that 

% the suction is produced by a single sink situated witnin a sasali slot having 
I        parallel walls. 

if ' •   , .       :.... - 
• I For low quantities of suction, the flow develops a stagnation point be- 

tween the suction slot and the trailing edge (see Figure 8), thus resulting in 
a condition in which only flew from the upper surface enter© the suction slot. 
As in the case of no suction* the Kutta-Joukowski hypothesis requires that 
another stagnation point be situated at the txailing edge. With increasing 
suction, the, first of these stagnation points moves towards the trailing edge 

I        reaching this point for seme certain value of CQ . 

| Considerable interest has been created by the question of what flow pic- 
ture results if X!Q   is increased beyond this value. F. Ehlers3ass-ame& that 
both stagnation points combined to a»ve as a stagnation point of the second 
order to the lower side of the profile* However, from the standpoint of po- 

\ tential theory, an equally possible solution assumes that one of these stag- 
nation points stays at the trailing edge while the other moves to the lower 
side, or yet another possibility is that both move to the lower side in sepa- 
rate positions. Finally, there is the possibility that both stagnation points 

| combine and leave the trailing e&ge to form a stagnation point in the free 
I  ..       stream. 

I' Obviously, the determination of which of these possibilities can actually 
I       "be expected in practice is of basic iszport&nce to the understanding of trail- 
I '••*'      ing edge suction. A SJSOISB tunnel experiment at Princeton University showed 
| the last case to be the solution with physical significance. Figure 9 •shows 
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shows the observed free stream stagnation point, it will be seen that when this 
stagnation point occurs saae flow proceeds around the lower lip of the trailing 
edge slot resulting in flow entering the slot from "both the upper and lower sur- 
faces of the profile. Unfortunately, it can "be expected that this change in the 
character of the flow will result in a considerably diminished effect from trail- 
ing edge suction. Hence, unless measures are taicen to prevent this motion of the 
stagnation points,, the value of suction coefficient which causes the two stagna- 
tion points to combine at the trailing edge can he considered the practical upper 
limit for this means of increasing lift* 

In accordance with the assumptions upon which the theory is based, equation 
3 can he applied without further considerations to the case of trailing edge suc- 
tion only if there is a small suction slot with parallel walls at- the profile sor» 
face near the trailing: edge* Only under these conditions will the conforms! 
transformation of the original profile furnish the correct angle $  . Such a slot 
however, is not quite adequate in the case of suction at the trailing edge. Us- 
ually the rear of the profile is cut off so that the slot is bounded by a somewhat 
longer lip on the lower surface of the profile than on the upper • (See Figure 11) 

Tb& basic problem in this case is to determine the correct angle (9  which is 
to be substituted in this equation* For small values of & ,  as in the case of 
suction near the trailing edge, coi &k   changes rapidly with & »   This results in 
a considerable sensitivity of the lift increase obtained with the suction slot ar- 
rangement. A solution to the problem of the determination of /&   can be solved 
by a relatively sis^ple procedure of conforms! mapping resulting in a good accord- 
ance between the computed lift and the lift obtained from pressure distribution 
and balance measurements. 

1* • General Thssrj of Clreulaton Control ^X^S^IS£-SES2^fe^L§3£^ 

3&e developments presented in this section are based on the consideration of 
normal wing profile with a small suction slot located on the upper surface* As 
previously mentioned, it will be assumed that this slot has parallel straight walls, 
sad that suction is produced by a sink 5 situated within this slot* To satisfy 
continuity requirements, a source ef equal strength must then be assumed to be lo- 
cated at infinity. It is further assiased that the profile is situated at an angle 
of attack. e< ina uniform flow field having the velocity ta%    et infinity.. Fig- 
ure 10 indicates the resulting flow field for a moderate suction quantity. JOT 
this suction quantity a stagnation point P  appears on the upper surface of the 
profile between the suction slot and the trailing edge. (This case is also illus- 
trated by Figure 8.) The flow smoothly leaves the trailing edge, indicating the 
presence of a stagnation point attached to the prof He at this point and hence the 
Kutta-Joutowski condition Is satisfied as in the case of no suction. A third 
stagnation point is, of course, situated near the nose of the profile* 

The two dimensional potential flow of m*  incompressible medium satisfying 
these conditions can be determined in the &me m&^st as the flow about a profile 
withest suction as in classical aerodynamics. Te do this, 'the outside of the pro- 
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file la the w- X+wy -plane Is transformed conformaliy to the outside of a 
circle of unit radius in the ]"* £+•*•*? • plane in such a way that the infinite 
points of the two planes correspond and that the size and position of the pro- 
file in the S-plsne is such that j£*\        for y~• «»   and £*| 

corresponds to the trailiag edge of the profile, (See Figure 10) Under these 
conditions, the transformation is determined uniquely and the region outside of 
the circle }£}*}  has an expansion of the form 

?»ffJW+f+ -§fc+-" * (k) 
Under the restrictions of the transformation, the x-axis corresponding toO(*0 
is at the same tine the axis of aero lift without suction. The length of the 
profile is determined "by the transformation and has a value approximately equal 
to k. 

As  a result of the transformation, a well-defined point 5" a & 
where ft   is the arc of the circle "between the points corresponding to the trail- 
ing edge and the slot, corresponds to the slot exit on the profile * More rig« 
orously, the point determined by fi  in fact corresponds to the sink within the 
slot, and the slot walls correspond to two small arcs adjacent to fi   if the in- 
side of "Hie slot is included in "Hie transformation. If,however, the slot is 
considered infinitesjmally small, ft   defines a point which corresponds to the 
slot including the sink as a limit* 

The flow In question is determined "fey the complex potential function, 

[&?^tf:.'*^(&^*^)+&*t'^f~^~*$    (5) - 
The first term represents the parallel flow at as angle of attack &C around 
circle, the second term a circulation (vortex) around the circle with strength 

V •    The third term results from a source with the strength Q at J* O » a 
source of equal strength aty**^ and a sink with the strength-&Q at fsg¥ 
so that the strength of this sink with respect to the flow outside the circle 
is equal to -<p, •where Q is measured' in units of volume per unit span sad tiase* 
The source at j*» Q  inside the circle Is added in order to obtain the contour of 
the circle as a streamLiae* The flow represented bj X**X($')  is transformed 
by E«f($ to a flow with corresponding singularities in the plan of the profile. 

-The complex velocity function m&j "be expressed as 

dS   -ffl) df aure (6) 

where r(l/* ^aJT , ur   is the ve?t©eity and ®  the direction of the flow at 
a point in the r-pla«e. Thus, for a stagnation point in thes?*plane ^3vO 



Hence for a poire 
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to correspond to a stagnation point on the profile ^1r   must equal zero at 

the point with the further condition that •€'{£)m  ®^i*  is not aero or is at 
least of smaller order zero then eWc/J' • Accordingly, if equation 5 is dlfferea« 
tiated with respect to J?   and ?   replaced by e ** , one obtains after sosse 
trigonometric operations the relation 

~p »*$!r&G stn(v*-t) f Q cot    %- z^) 

Where the angle T determines the position of any stagnatiest yglat.  Since the 
point f^T°(*%T<f*0)  • is supposed to be a stagnation point in accord- 
ance with the Kutta-Jbukowski condition, the relationship simplifies to 

7"* 47T&U* SsntK  + 0 cat  5g /gj 

Thv^-^e-cixc^^ti^n-±s'^^r^^s^ "\rf the velocity wt   , the angle of attack^ , ^^_^^^^^^g«^^^_^g^^—^^- Q of the sinks 

Kie suction coefficient C^ is generally defined as 

•sag Kyi 

•where S is the wing area, ojg the free stream Telocity and Q the vol«e of 
Suction per unit time* In our preceding discussion a unit span has been sup- 
posed, thus if J£  is the profile chord length jQy  may be defined as 

where -<C Is approximately equal to foor«  If V  is now eliminated from equations 
7 and 8, one obtains the coefficient 

which simplifies to       ^ " <c col4- gLzJT    4- 0 

Frcsg this relation one can. detexmlse how the stagnation point het^sen the suction 
slot and the trailing edge point defined by ef moves with changing ^cj^, 

* As previously explained, c case of special interest occurs when sQ$ is in» 
creased sufficiently to cause this stagnation point to reach the trailing edge* 
In this case JT reaches the limit aero and one obtains the value 

* SW -SB/ 
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This special suction coefficient can "be considered as the highest suction 
coefficient for -which traillag edge suction is economical« 

The components X and X of the force which acts on the outside of the profile 
due to the pressures produced "by 'the flow can he determined from Blasius* equation. 

y+<x—i£(1X)*» -.wo 
vhere ft   is the density of the fluid* In this particular case, the curve of in- 
tegration C which must he considered, is the surface contour of the profile tip to 
the slot, the parallel sides of the slot up to a perpendicular connection between 
them and this connection itself. When transformed into the 3s-plane, equation 12 
"becomes 

y^x~££(&?/& *r to) 
The curve of integration ff now consists of the circle /$*/  up to a small half 

I        circle excluding the point $•» Q,^    from the outside region and of this smell 
half circle itself, which corresponds to the connection of the slot walls. Skis 
curve K  can be deformed into a large circle around fcQ  because there are no sin- 
gularities of the integrand outside JC   except those at infinity* 

If equation 5 is differentiated and substituted into equation 13, Idle result- 
ing integral can be evaluated by expanding the integrand into & power series of "f 
where only the term with the first power of "f    gives a value which is not equal 
to zero*  This computation which is omitted here results in the following expres- 
sion. 

Y*iXmf«*(r+9i'j€mm'* (Ik) 

The components of this force parallel and perpendicular to the free stream 
direction are the drag 4      and the lift %    respectively. Therefore 

This result has been derived by C, B. Smith 2. 

If the value of P from equation 8 is substituted into equation 15 for the 
lift obtains 

Using the definition of the lift coefficient 



<*•  ^o^C  . (17) 

I        and *Cq    from equation 9®-) equation 16 becomes 

| ^.flTa****^©**^ (18) 
t    - 
tr. _    This result ©news that the jt^t^TOgfficjlerA consists of the lift coftffj£ignt 
t *%fc *&flflc    an predicted fog the aero suction case by classical acrodynamice plus 

5L3S5 

AQi+ZAitAiZ (l9) 

dug to suction* 

^en the stagnation point P  reaches the trailing edge, the expression for the 
lift increase becomes 

•:4£j:*.je7T.C0*X<&Afi (20) 

which represents the upper practical limit for trailing edge suction* 

2.-- 'Determination of & in the Case of Trailing Edge Suction* 

k- 

If the suction slot is small and enters the surface of a given proflie vita 
parallel -mils, the value of (B can be found by the conforms! mapping of the pro- 
file into a circle as described previously* If, however, as is usually the case 
of trailing edge suction, the tail of the profile .has been cut off so that the 
edges of the upper and lover surfaces form the slot entrance, then the conforms! 
mapping of the original prof lie viil not lead to a correct determination of (? * 
In this case, the profile with" the slot has to he considered as a now profile 
like that of'Figure 11, the situation of the real slot being indicated by an arrow. 

In this situation, the following procedure is to be recomEended* The edge of 
the longer lip of the trailing edge (usually the lover lip) is connected by a 
straight line to the mid»p©int of the radius connecting the center of curvature of 
the nose with the nose point, 'Shis straight line is then considered as a slot and 
the region surrounding it is transformed coafonaally to the region outside a circle* 
If the straight line connects the point® 2« -R  and f • +Jf      in the plane of the 
profile, the transformation to be applied is the inverse transformation of 

(titie Jcukowski tyasssforfflation) or 

* 
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This transformation is frequently applied in order-to transform a profHe into is' . 
nearly circular curve.   The numerical confutation cf T* f+ty  ®s a.function of g-&+ty 
can. be pex-foxmed by   ecagsuting cosh 8 frost the relation 

:•*•'•' 

«*'* ^('^^fif^f-J, 
* 

(22) 
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Knowing cosh   e   we may apply the relations 

^^ • ?r^m {23: 

ft and 

then 

(25) 

Figure 12 shows the transfori»d profile-points for the case of Figure 11 
•where the tail of a NAGA 23OI5 profile has been cat away from 10$ chord length 
on the upper side to 5$ on the lower. 

I The transformed profile Is now approximated fey two tangential circular ares, 
one ending at the upper edge A and the other ending at the point r» R . Both 

||        arcs are tangent at a point C somewhere near the point corresponding to the pro- 
file nose* A third circle orthogonal to these two passing through A and G is now 
considered. This circle (in this example a straight line) intersects the upper 

I        arc EC at the point S« The arc AB now corresponds to a curve in the a-plane which 
f§        closes the profile by connecting the edge of the upper lip with a point on the 
j§        line between -B and R forming the upper "boundary of the lower lip. This connec- 

tion is perpendicular to both lips and can as an approximation he replaced fey a 
email circular arc. On this connection the slot entrance S (sink) with parallel 
sides is assumed as indicated by the arrow in Figure 12. This configuration cor- >..:,, 

; r " " Iresponds very closely to the normal geometry in the case of trailing edge suction. 

A transformation by reciprocal radius with C as the center is now used to map 
'-,_ the outside of the area bounded by the three arcs into a half plane with a rectangular 

step. (See Figure 13). This stepped half plane can be conformally transformed by 
use of the Schwarz-Christoffel cransformation into a half plane. If i*?/***^ 
is the complex coordinate in the halfplane and "4"»-'-*/*f s2 the complex co- 
ordinate in the stepped halfplane as indicated hy Figure 13, the transformation is 

t*-o   andt*-/  are the points corresponding to the corners of the step. Inte- 
gration of this expression yields 

5* f/5^7* + Jn (l/t + tifitj (26) 

From this, one sees tfe&t 5*6  corresponds tc^'*^* smd *-][- *  to <£==/     * 

In order to confute this transformation, it is convenient to introduce a new 
complex variable  7-   defined by the relation 

* 
s 

ft+fi+E * r (27) 
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Hence; 

I 

el-'- 

and 

i 
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If. 
_ 

s*i(7-1- ^)+J?rt r 

fa*'      * 

If we now let 

?*rec€ 

(23) 

one obtains the egressions 

(29) 

(30a) 

and 

t,:jrfr'+&<:»sze--£ (31a) 

The values of s corresponding to real values c^tf^O can be found directly 
from equation 26 and are plotted in Figure lk»    In order to obtain the values 
of fwhich correspond to points on the straight line S,-*o     equation 30a must 
be used to compute £• as a function of the parameter |T , The other three 
expressions, equations 30b and 31 a and b yield the values S^ ±t  and ^  as 
functions of the same parameter f • Figure 15 presents values of -tjand -fe^ 
plotted as functions of Sz . Figures 1^ and 15 present sufficient information 
for the determination of f? » 

She t*  half-plane is now transformed into the region outside of a circle 
in such a way that infinity of the * plane corresponds to the infinite point of 
the new plane. This can be done by a transformation by reciprocal radius with 
C*    as a center, where G'  is the point corresponding to C after the step 
transformation (Figure 12 )s  In this manner, the real "£- axis is transformed 
into a circle K« 

The two inversions and the step transformation have to be constructed or 
computed for only the original points E and S (corresponding to the sink}* How 
if E' and S' are the images on the circle K with the center M then 

10 
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For the example of Figure 11 -where the tail of the NAGA 23015 profile has 
been cut off from $Of> chord on the izpper surface to 95$ on the lover, the above 
method yields 

^ - g/cq cot pz = 1a 3^3 
In Figure 17, this theoretical result is compared with experimental pressure 

distribution measurements for «< ~. 0 ° . Hie actual trailing edge (lb) used in 
these measurements is shown in Figure 16.  If trailing edge la of this figure 

b        where the lower lip reaches to.the trailing edge and the upper lip is maintained 
at 90$ chord, is used the theory yields 

h • : A balance measurement for c< = 0° Is compared for this case with the theo- 
retical result in Figure l8» In "both cases the maximum A^values attained are 

t considerably lover than the corresponding finCj values, from which it may be con- 
f        eluded that the stagnation point P did not reach the trailing edge in these tests. 

I        3* Computation of the Pressure Distribution 
SC -•-.._. 

g The methods described in the previous section may also be used to compute 
the pressure distribution. In this case, all the points of the profile trans- 

I        formed by the inverse Joukowskl transformation, shown in Figure 12, must he fur- 
ther transformed by the reciprocal radius and step transformations. These trans- 
formations yield a set of points in the neighborhood of the circle K* By any of 
the well known transformations these points may be transformed into points on 
the circle K itself. 

I 

I 

A simpler and not less accurate method is to use the coxjformal transforma- 
tion of the original profile itself and to locate a suction slot at the point 
corresponding to T - el r    found by the preceding method.  It is advisable to 
use this method particularly if the conformal transformation of the .original 
profile is known as in the case of many of the KACA profiles. 

In order to find the velocity of the flow, the expression 

ur - * Id % 

has to be computed by making use of equation 5 and the relationship W » £(.!') • 
Doing this, and utilizing the definition of K, «  the following expression 

I results. 
f 

t S»,ih,UI^^-^ .«-•** «J  fft«QUo**rf *c*+4]l    (32) 
I . UJ9   IF \ *)r > *~  d *-J I 
§        In this equation (p is the amplitude of the point J s fe r eorr«spondlng to 
I        the profile point under consideration*  It should be noted that the equation 
1  .      has been developed on the assumption that the chord € is equal to k»    Using 
I this assumption, it is possible to express the ordinate as 

X = 1 cos 
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with only a small error. If the velocity distribution ^Ar, of the profile is 
toown for the case without suction (c^- 0) for a given angle of attack * ,the 
value of / f (t) I caw be found for any point X - 2 o>s f on the profile by 
use of equation 32. Equation 32 can then be used to obtain the velocity dis- 
tribution u%»; for any <C0 , D and <K • The pressure distribution is then ob- 
tained from the equation 

1f *'-(&) (33) 
In tails manner the ees^uted pressure distributions of Figure 19 

and SO have been obtained for ecqpsxison with the experimental measurements» 

It 
ISfes majority of the experimental vork of this program was conducted in a 

• X- 5' subsonic wind tunnel equipped with an auxiliary throat reducing the 
5* dissension to 18* to esabl® easy two-dimensional testing* Suction was ob- 
tained from an auxiliary stage compressor taken from an Allison V-1710 engine* 
This ece^rassor, driven ^j a D#C. motor, was located outside the tunnel, and 
air was ducted from tha model by $h» system of piping shown in Figure 21. la 
order to avoid effecting the balance readings by introducing loads from the 
blower ducting, a special coupling consisting of two ball and socket joints 
connected by piping containing a slip joint was employed* Flexible piping 
was used to connect this coupling to the ducts* 

A typical model is shown in Figure 22* The interior of the model formed 
a large plenus chamber from which the air is exhausted through nozzles which        | 
lead to the blower duct connections. The trailing edge of the model is cut ' 
away so that the last 20$ of the profile contour can be conveniently altered 
by the addition of trailing edge plates* The model that was used to collect 
the vast majority of the data was constructed of brass castings and had a 
chord of only 8"* Other models, constructed to study pressure distributions 
and Reynolds Itasber effects were made of wood and had chords of apprax&satelv 
IS**    (The base profile used in all tests was the HACA 23015. but different 
trailing edges frequently resulted in different after-profile contours and 
airfoil chords. All data were reduced using the actual measured chord length 
rather than the base chord*5 

Figure 23 showa the trailing edge configurations that wzr® tested* An 
e-xffltdnatian of each, together with an explanation of the reasons behind the 
design chosen is of coasidsrable value* 

Trailing l&ges la, lb and let  These wsre the first shapes tested* 
2b0serlr&T[ing""edgeg',r®p^een^lTthe range of iowsr lip overhang over which 
it was felt that a detailed iwestiga.t5.os «•*« wsrrastsd* The vgpsr surface 
was 8isi>ly formed with a radius, for, although it was felt the slot shape 
•would strongly influence the results, the design of what was considered the 
correct slot shape was not cos^leted. Is order to obtain as eos©lete Infor- 
mation as possible, balance readings, pressur® distributions, wake surreys 
aad slot velocity pressure distribution studies wre ssafe oa these models* 
The slot velocity distribution iiwestigation showsd only very slight varia- 
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tions along the spaa and consequently this study was not made on the subsequent 
models. 

The test results for these first three models indicated that the geometry 
of the trailing edges strongly Influenced the maximum lift of the section* The 
highest lift was achieved with trailing edge 1-b which had more overhang than 1-c 
but less than 1-a as seen from Figure 23, Since the slot thickness varied for 
each of these cases it was thought that there might be an optimum ratio of over- 
hang to slot thickness. Theory indicates that & /C^  increases as the slot ap- 
proaches the T.E. of the base profile, consequently, it was thought that in the 
case of 1-c the ratio was far below the optimum. As a result this ratio was 
Increased for trailing edge 2-b. 

I Trailing Edges gb^ 12d^ 2e;  Trailing edge 2 is the computed correct slot 
I shape. This was first tested with lower lip b and the results were encouraging 
% inasmuch as the AC a at low angles and low succlon quantities was the best that 

had so far been achieved. The maximum lifts, however, were very disappointing. 
I It was thought that flow around the lower lip might account for this, conse- 
| quently trailing edges d and e were designed with a longer overhang to overcome 
P this difficulty. 

It is interesting to note that again the maximum lifts achieved with the 
I        section were with the moderate overhang (trailing edge 2-e) See Figure 2b*  It 

was thought that this might be the result of a flow separation at the slot in- 
|        let so trailing edge 2 was modified internally in an attempt to effect a cure. 

The results are discussed below. 

Trailing Edges kt and 5e: It will be noted in Figure 23 that trailing 
edge k has an Internal cusp to aid In diffusing the flow inside the model and 
to prevent any disturbance from working upstream around the inlet contour. 

ti. The bent up lower lip was an attempt to limit the stagnation point travel and 
provide easy entrance for air into the slot. The results were mediocre compared 

I        to 1-b,although it did show a higher maximum lift than 2-e. 

1 Trailing edge 5-e is another application of the cusp to provide a more 
efficient inlet contour to the suction slot* The results were not•outstanding 

I        either in maximum lift or in power required to remove the air} hows', _r, more 
recently acquired knowledge indicates that the cusp in trailing edge 5 was im-» 
properly designed* Its chief claim to fame Is that trailing edge 5-e was prob« 
ably the inspiration for the suction vortex airfoil section described in the 

f next section. 

I Trailing Edges d-a and 1-g; These two sections were tested to determine 
the effect of extreme shapes such as the sharp upper lip on d-a. The maximum 
lift for this section is poor, but it does compare more favorably with some of 
the other models at a lower CQ • See Figure 2k* 

I The experience of testing these models revealed that there can be a sub- 
I  >     stantisl flow around the lower lip into the slot under certain conditions of 
1        o( and C<j , thus forming a free stream stagnation point.  Trailing edge 1-g 
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was designed to resist this tendency,, but the results indicate that 1-g is not 
as good as 1-b from which it was formed. 

The testing progress also included the me&sureE»ent of pressure distributions 
about special models built to the geometry of 1-a and 1-b with which lifts by 
pressure distribution were correlated with lifts from the balance. 

Drag Associated with Trailing^ Edge Suction; 

Because of the difficulty of obtaining accurate values for drag tares, it 
was decided early in the program not to use balance drag indications. Accordingly, 
all drags were determined by pressure surveying the wake. Normally this yields 
the sectional drag coefficient, but when suction is applied to the section, there 
is an additional drag not reflected in the wake. This is the change in momentum 
across the section due to the removed air. ^hen this is applied to the wake drag 
there is a considerable Increase in total drag due to suction, even though the 
w&hs drag may go almost to sere as the turbulent wake is. effectively swallowed by 
the suction slot.  The procedure followed has been to compute the additional 
drag due to suction and add this correction to the wake drag. Thus the total 
drags all appear high,' however, in a practical application the designer will 
have a great deal cf latitude in his selection of a drag coefficient depending 
upon the direction and velocity he chooses to discharge the removed air to the 
free stress, thus presenting the possibility of a powerful drag control. 

Pitching -Moment Associated with Trailing Edge Suction: 
. ,..: , , ..,.;.,-:.:...•:-.-:.. , -£. - 

The effect of trailing edge suction on pitching moment is pronounced and.:•: ;  rT  I" 
seems to be basically a function of shape, overhang anil suction quantity. The 
So. 1 series of trailing edges is characterized by the pitching moment going 
negative with both increasing angle and increasing suction. As the overhang 
decreases, there appears a strong tendency for a discontinuity in the pitching 

it curve at the higher angles of attack. 

The pitching moments of the No. 2 and No* 5 series of trailing edges dif- 
fer somewhat from those of the No. 1 series In that pitching moment goes negative 
as suction is applied &nd positive as angle of attack Is increased. The net re- 
sult is that for the range of <CQ tested, the pitching moments are negative, but 
the slope of the eurv* is positive* 

\ Trailing edgss k-t and d-a hare pitching mosent curves that combine the 
characteristics of the above two groups, but variations in the slopes of the 

|        curves are s«aewl«t more gentle than we those of the series 1 and 2 trailing 
I edges• 

In euaaation, it appears that the pitching moment characteristics of trail- 
ing edg© suction @r© severe and that a real design problem exists in the appli- 
cation ef these devices. ' • 

BBSS. JgSB£|£S| |SSLJfe£|^2Si       ^E order to eo^sra the various configurations 
tested^ itTF'Sbvious'^S lift, drag, and pitch &r@ but part of the information 

I        »6sA©d.  In order 'to gain as clear en idea as possible of the relative merits 
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of the devices tested, it was decided to measure the total pressure drop across 
the trailing edge. This was easily done "by the installation of two Kiel tubes 
inside the model and measuring the difference in their average pressure and the 
free stream total pressure. Thus a designer would he able to estimate; very 
closely the power to move the air through the slot. This, of course, would" be 
added to the power requirement for the ducting, valves and similar apparatus in 
a given installations 

g. Development of the Cusp Effect 

One of the most interesting and potentially one of the most important da» 
velopments of this program was the determination of a means whereby % vortex 
could be created and stabilised at a desired location. This discovery wa* 
first made as a result of a severe diffuser stall in the auxiliary two-dimen- 
sional throat of the wind tunnel.  The turbulence created "hy the flow separa- 
tion from the diffuser walls was so severe that it was unsafe to operate the 
tunnel. 

|; Many attempts were made to remedy this effect with varying degrees of sue* 
cess. The addition of a splitter helped the condition greatly, but the turfeul- 

£ ence was still far too great for successful testing. More splitters,M well m 
I        various combinations of splitters and screens were tried, but all resulted in 
f        increased power losses &n$ very little change in the turbulence. The»« differ- 

ent configurations are illustrated by Figure 25. 
I     . 
I The final solution to the problem involved building a new diffuetr 
I        with a very much reduced expansion angle. At the end of -this dif ttim&-J£mv# 

is a very considerable jump in cross-sectional area. Attempts to simply $Mt& 
I        the flow into this larger area were unsuccessful and the shape §&ows* ia FI4 4f# 

26 was finally tested. The first test made with this configuration was tMm%<* 
diately successful. The turbulence dropped to an acceptable level sad the «x- 

I        treme power losses vanished. 

! Pressure distribution studies were made and indicated the existence of a 
trapped vortex within the cusp. These measurements are indicated by Figures 
27 and 28. Tuft investigations show that this vortex existed only at th4 floor 
while another vortex at right angles to the floor vortex occupied the majority 
of the cusp. The most striking characteristic of this complex flow mm  that it 
was relatively smooth and free from turbulence. 

?•• 
r 
i As a result of these findings, the theoretical investigation presented in 

Reference h was started as well as an investigation of diffuser characteristics 
in a small two-dimensional tunnel. The results of the experimental "4tttdy vere 
discouraging, for although the splitters and screens behaved m pr*^jcted? in 

i no case was it possible to obtain a pronounced cusp effect* 

The next step in the experimental program was to find a way of creating 
and stabilizing the vortex. Due to our previous work with trailing edges auc- 
tion, our first application took the form of a trailing edge control* The 
resulting shape was not seriously considered as & useful profile, but w«e 
simply a streamline body to which a cusp could be fastened. Figure- &9 fthowa 
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the first body tested. The base profile in this case was a 15$ l@si.it3.ar flow 
symmetrical profile. The cusp was installed with its tipper lip at the '[0& 
chord point of the base profile and a suction slot was installed at the lew* 
lips The results obtained with this "body were of considerable interest. On 
the first model, only pressure distribution studies were made, but these were 
sufficient to show the characteristic of the flow* Figure 30 demonstrates 
the type of pressure distributions that were obtained* Figure 3OA sfeows the pro- 
file at zero angle of attack (based on the symmetrical base profile). At this 
angle the lift was slightly negative as shown by the higher pressures occuring 
on the upper surface. Hote the disturbance created by the, cusp. As suction is 
increased, a considerable portion of the flovf proceeds from the lower surface, 
giving rise to the pressure distribution shown in Figure 30B«  lot© that a. 
mild vortex action is taking piece within the cusp and vhat the circulation 
over the profile effected although only very weakly.  As suction is further 
increased, the flow about the trailing edge increases until suddenly & valla* 
of ^9    is reached which causes a vigorous vortex to be established resulting 
in the increased circulation indicated in Figure 3GC. 

Since these original tests, further investigations have bees made ia&leai« 
ing considerably more efficient applications of the principal of the trapped 
vortex are possible. The most notable feature of the flow resulting from thoge 
vortex applications is the powerful manner in ^hich the vortex affects the dewu«> 
wash pattern. In one application utilising a different cusp form and location 
it was possible to cause the flow to adhere to a profile at angle of attack of ISO, 
an extreme but illuminating examplea 

Work is continuing at Princeton University and has recently been started at. 
other institutions on the probluui of examining the basic m&hmmm of ths flow 
and increasing the. concepts of supplication of the cusp or trapped vortex* It 
is felt that this cusp effect or "trapped vortex" represents a aa^or e*i¥ii&e«> in 
the problem of circulation control and is a means "by which very high lift co- 
efficients may be obtained., 

cemzmmsB 

As m rsstslt of the wind tunnel test program reported .in this pr©iisijmr,y 
report, the following conclusions can be reached* 

I 
I 1. The lift that say be produced by a profile equipped with a 

trailing edge suction slot increases with increasing suction quan- 
tities up to & limiting value without an increase in angle of at- 

2a The limiting value that ssay be obtained is determined by the 
quantity of suction required to nove the stagnation point appearing 
OB the upper surface to the trailing e^ge. 

3* ifiaen this suction quantity is applied,, the stagnation point 8|>* 
psars in the free stream sad flow proceeds from both the upper and 
lower surfaces. 

16 
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k* The lift that can be obtained with an unflapped profile utilizing 
trailing edge suction is strongly affected by slot width and trailing 
edge overhang, but not particularly by upper surface slot chape* 

3* The lift can with fair accuracy be predicted by theoretical con- 
siderations* 

6. In one rather special case# it was possible to extract energy 
from the air to drive a vortex within a cusp to obtain a free stress 
expansion through a wide angle without separation. 

7* It is possible to entrap a vortex within a cusp shape by means of 
suction. 

8* This vortex can be used to impart a strong downward momentum to the 
air and hence to produce a large circulation about a profile. 
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